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Background

Four years ago, Chief Abraira directed the development of a new 
information system that would completely overhaul many of the business 
processes of the department. This system would take advantage of
modern information technology that would move the department beyond 
outdated mainframe and paper based systems that made information
gathering and reporting a lengthy and difficult process.

The Internal Document System (IDS) was born as a result of the hard 
work of a team of firefighters and staff personnel who have developed 
and deployed the system totally in-house with the oversight of Chief 
Abraira, the executive staff, and under the direction of Deputy Chief Joe 
Kay.



IDS Was Designed To:

1. Provide a platform for migrating mainframe functionality to 
PC workstations.

2. Improve departmental communications by making 
information available more quickly and easier to access.

3. Move the department toward paperless business 
processes.

4. Create real-time data driven management tools for 
monitoring the status of departmental activities (i.e. 
emergency run status levels and trends, fuel stores, 
operations overtime tracking, response time variances.)



IDS is:

1. Web based - to provide a common user interface that is 
already familiar to most users, thereby minimizing training 
time and cost.

2. Built around a Database Management System that stores 
data in a manner that simplifies the ability to analyze data 
and automate a number of complex processes.

3. User updateable, allowing users to make updates through 
forms and other simple processes that minimize the 
necessity for lengthy programming changes.



Mostly, IDS is:

Cutting edge technology for the Fire Service that is 
unmatched by any fire department in the country. Dallas 
Fire-Rescue is setting new standards for utilizing 
interactive information technology at all levels from the 
executive staff to the tail board firefighter. 



IDS
“A very brief”

System Overview



It was a “huge” step when the mainframe system was deployed in the late 
’70’s. But changes were difficult, time consuming and costly.



The PC and the Internet raised the bar on what is possible. 



The PC and the Internet have made more user friendly graphic screens available. 
IDS takes advantage of these capabilities in a “big” way.



The IDS Home Page
“The Department At A Glance”



All Departmental Directives and Memorandums are available at the click of 
the mouse. The most recent five are on the home page. New documents 
have a “New” designation next to them.



General Announcements to the whole department are posted here. These 
stay on the home page as long as the author determines, based on setting 
an expiration date.



Authorized users can enter General Announcements easily.





Similar updates can be made to Retirement Notices, Hospital List, and 
Death and Funeral Notices.



The most common functions are placed at the top – NFIRS 
Emergency Run Reporting System, Current Run Activity, and Fuel 
System Entry.



The real detail of the system lies in the drop down Menu Bar!



These menu items include:

The ability to open and read online versions of all Fire-Rescue Department 
Manuals of Procedures. MOP’s are no longer printed. Considerable cost has 
been saved in printing MOP’s and changes. Some MOP’s are over 400 pages.



The ability to perform a word or phrase search on “ALL” Fire-Rescue 
Department documents – much like Google or Yahoo searches the Internet.



The ability to pull up “REAL TIME” statistics. A number of management tools have 
been developed to allow managers to monitor current statistics as they happen.



The ability to input run reports that automatically update State and Federal 
databases and automatically download and update rule sets.



The ability for stations to enter Supply orders. Orders are automatically routed 
to the Property Section at Dolphin Road and orders are filled from computer 
generated reports. 



The ability for managers to search for employee information including 
“Emergency Contact” information and address location in the event of an on-
duty injury or Line of Duty Death.



The ability to input Emergency Operations payroll and leave records. These 
records are automatically uploaded to the Lawson HR system.



The ability to view employee Time Card Reports for Emergency Operations 
personnel.



The ability to search for Hazardous Materials and the handling and firefighting 
techniques for that chemical from the Hazardous Materials Guide.



The ability for firefighters to enter requests for assignment changes, search for 
vacancies, and search for active requests for a particular position. 



The ability to develop online opinion surveys of various topics.



The ability to have online training modules for keeping the members updated 
on various topics.





The ability to input and print out form based reports.



The ability to input fuel usage and delivery into an online fuel system and 
monitor department fuel stores. It will also automatically order fuel delivery’s 
when levels go below prescribed amounts. 



Future Development For IDS

• Inventory Management System
• Personnel Training Documentation System
• Personnel Accountability Management
• Management Tools for monitoring current operational status
• Online Web-based Database Reporting System that will allow 

managers to develop and modify data reports in real time



IDS…
…represents a paradigm shift in the way the 

Department handles internal communications, 
document management, operational reporting, and 

personnel management!



Questions?


